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About This Manual

The Analysis Toolkit (ATK) is a tool that helps enhance the robustness and analyze the performance of embedded DSP applications. The toolkit provides visualization of source line coverage information, which helps you to construct tests to ensure adequate coverage of your code. It also provides exclusive profile data for individual functions and source line profile data for individual lines of code for each function.

This user’s guide describes how to set up the ATK, how to use the ATK for data collection, and how to visualize data.
Notational Conventions

This document uses the following conventions.

- Program listings, program examples, and interactive displays are shown in a special typeface similar to a typewriter’s. Examples use a bold version of the special typeface for emphasis; interactive displays use a bold version of the special typeface to distinguish commands that you enter from items that the system displays (such as prompts, command output, error messages, etc.).

Here is a sample program listing:

```
0011  0005  0001         .field    1, 2
0012  0005  0003         .field    3, 4
0013  0005  0006         .field    6, 3
0014  0006             .even
```

Here is an example of a system prompt and a command that you might enter:

```
C:  csr -a /user/ti/simuboard/utilities
```

Trademarks

Trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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This chapter introduces the Analysis Toolkit (ATK) code coverage and exclusive profile tool. The code coverage and exclusive profile tool is supported on all the C5500 and C6000 simulators in Code Composer Studio™ (CCStudio™) version 3.1.
1.1 Introduction to the ATK

The Analysis ToolKit (ATK) code coverage and exclusive profile tool helps you create robust application software and analyze the performance of the application.

The code coverage information allows you to assess which lines of code were used in a run of the software. This information collated across multiple runs for the application with different test vectors can help indicate the overall line coverage achieved and can help you focus on creating specific test vectors to cover the lines not covered so far.

The exclusive profile information displays the behavior of the functions through various measurements, such as:

- Number of target instructions corresponding to the function
- Number of cycles taken by the function
- Number of stalls caused by this function
- Other events, depending on the program target

This exclusive profile data also splits up each of these measurements by the source lines of the functions. Using this profiler information, you can determine which sections of the code are working inefficiently, and which sections to focus on for the other areas.

For example, the instruction count data and the cycle data for a given function measured on the C6000 simulator can help indicate the instructions per cycle achieved for this function. This information can be used to understand what amount of parallelism of the target architecture is being exploited by this function and in turn can help assess if you need to focus on increasing the parallelism. The source line view of this data for the same function can help indicate possible pieces of code in this function to focus on.

The code coverage and exclusive profile data is displayed in a Microsoft Excel™ file, with multiple worksheets. The function level data from a given run is captured in a summary worksheet. The data for each of the source files corresponding to the current program is captured in separate worksheets. The summary sheet has cross-links from the function entries to the corresponding detailed data in a different sheet, making it easy to browse through the information.

Appendix A contains information you should be aware of before beginning to use the ATK.
1.2 How the ATK Fits in the Software Development Cycle

Typically, development starts with the creation of algorithms. At this stage, use the code coverage tool for thorough validation of algorithms. Subsequently, algorithms are tuned for high performance, meeting performance budgets. Similarly, the exclusive profiler may be used to identify the location of performance losses and their contributing factors.

See Figure 1-1 for a quick summary of how the ATK fits into the development cycle.

*Figure 1-1. Using the ATK Tools for Algorithm and Application Development*
Getting Started with the ATK

This chapter provides instructions for getting started, see Appendix A for more valuable information.
Accessing and Using the ATK

2.1 Accessing and Using the ATK

After installation, the ATK is accessible from the CCStudio menus (see Figure 2−1 and Figure 2−5). You will need to select the appropriate simulator configuration to use the ATK.

After selecting the appropriate simulator in CCStudio Setup, adding it, and saving it, the analysis toolkit software is ready for use.

Figure 2−1. ATK Menu Items

2.2 Setting Up the Simulator

You will not be able to access the ATK until you have set up the appropriate simulator as follows:

1) Launch Setup by clicking on the Setup CCStudio v3.1 icon on your desktop or from within the CCStudio by choosing Launch Setup from the File menu.

2) Select the correct simulator from the Available Factory Boards list. In this example, the C6416 Device Cycle Accurate Simulator is selected. This is the simulator required to run the example (tree.pjt) used in section 2.3 on the C6000 platform. However, the ATK works with all the simulators available on the C5500 and C6000 platforms.
3) Add the configuration, and save and quit CCStudio Setup.

2.3 Taking a Quick Tour

This section will take you on a quick tour that will help you get started with the code coverage and exclusive profile tool. In this tour, we use the Tree example that is packaged as a part of code coverage and exclusive profile installation.

1) Launch Setup by clicking on the Setup CCStudio v3.1 icon on your desktop or from within the CCStudio by choosing Launch Setup from the File menu.

2) Select the correct simulator from the Available Factory Boards list.

- If you are working on the 5500 platform, select the C55xx Cycle Accurate Simulator.
- If you are working on the C6000 platform, select the C6416 Device Cycle Accurate Simulator.
3) Add the configuration, and save and quit Code Composer Studio Setup.

4) Launch CCStudio.

5) Select Project → Open, and browse to the project file tree.pjt.

   - If you are working on the 5500 platform, it will be `<CCS_INSTALL_DIR>\examples\sim55xx\code_coverage\tree\tree.pjt`.
   
   - If you are working on the C6000 platform, it will be `<CCS_INSTALL_DIR>\examples\sim64xx\code_coverage\tree\tree.pjt`.

6) Click Open.

7) Select Project → Build Options. Verify that the compiler command at the top of the window includes the -g option, i.e., with full symbolic debug information. The other options may vary depending on the DSP board you are using. See the CCStudio online help for more information about the compile file build options.

8) Select Project → Rebuild All or click the Rebuild All toolbar button.

9) Choose File → Load Program. Select the program you just rebuilt, tree.out, in the Debug folder and click Open.
10) Select Profile Setup from the CCStudio Profile menu, shown in Figure 2–4.

11) Click on the Enable/Disable Profiling button and select Collect Code Coverage and Exclusive Profile Data in the Profile Setup window shown in Figure 2–5.

**Note:**

When profiling is enabled, a clock will appear on the bottom of the CCStudio window.

*Figure 2–4. Profile Setup Menu Option*
12) Execute your program by clicking on the toolbar Run button or by selecting Debug→Run.

13) Select Profile→Analysis Toolkit→Code Coverage and Exclusive Profiler to view the coverage and exclusive profile data. It will take a few minutes to appear, as data processing occurs at this point.

14) A Microsoft Excel screen such as that shown in Figure 2–6 will appear, displaying the function level summary information.
15) You can click on the function name to view the source line information, illustrated in Figure 2–7.

Figure 2–7. Code Coverage and Exclusive Profiler Source Line Information Worksheet
2.4 Interpreting the Output Information

The tool brings up the summary worksheet in Excel, shown in Figure 2–8. This sheet shows code coverage and exclusive profile information for all the functions in the program. In addition, it shows two rows (Others and Total) after the functions summary. The total of all the event counts for the entire application is shown in the Total row. The counts incurred in the portion of the code with no debug information are shown in the Others row. It is possible to expand each of these functions to view the source level information.

Table 2–1 describes the data shown in Figure 2–8, Table 2–2 describes the C6000-specific events, while Table 2–3 describes C5500-specific events.

Figure 2–8. Code Coverage and Exclusive Profiler Summary Data Worksheet
Table 2–1. Common Data Shown in Summary View of Functions Coverage and Exclusive Profile for C5500 and C6000 Platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Number</th>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Functions</td>
<td>Lists all the function symbols in the program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>File</td>
<td>Names the source file that has the function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Line No.</td>
<td>Provides the line number in the file where the function begins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Size (bytes)</td>
<td>Provides the size of the function in bytes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Start Address (hex)</td>
<td>Provides the function start address in hexadecimal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td># times called</td>
<td>Lists the number of times the function was called during the execution of the program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>% coverage</td>
<td>Shows the number of lines executed/number of lines of code as % coverage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Total Instructions</td>
<td>Shows the cumulative count of the number of instructions decoded for that function.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2–2. Event Annotations for C6000 Platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Number</th>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>cycle.Total</td>
<td>Available only on C6x1x Device Cycle Accurate simulators. Not applicable for CPU and Device Functional simulators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cycle.CPU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>L1P.miss.summary</td>
<td>Columns 11 to 21 are available only on C6x1x simulators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>L1P.miss.summary_rate</td>
<td>L1P cache miss rates for read, expressed as a percentage of total L1P accesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>L1D.miss.read</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>L1D.miss.read_rate</td>
<td>L1D cache miss rates for read, expressed as a percentage of total L1D reads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>L1D.miss.write</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>L1D.miss.write_rate</td>
<td>L1D cache miss rates for writes, expressed as a percentage of total L1D writes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>L1P.hit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>L1D.hit.read</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>L1D.hit.write</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>L1P.miss.conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>L1D.miss.conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>CPU.instruction.condition_false</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For information on these events, see the CCStudio online help.
### Table 2–3. Event Annotations for C5500 Platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Number</th>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CPU.execute_packet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 10            | cycle.CPU or cycle.Total | This column is not available for the C55xx Functional simulators. cycle.CPU is displayed for the C55xx Cycle Accurate simulator.  
 cycle.Total is displayed for the C5510 and C5502 Device simulators. |
| 11            | CPU.stall.prefetch       | Not available for the C55xx Functional simulator.                                                                                             |
| 12            | CPU.stall.ppu.summary    | –do                                                                                                                                        |
| 13            | CPU.stall.mem.read       | –do                                                                                                                                        |
| 14            | CPU.stall.mem.write      | –do                                                                                                                                        |
| 15            | CPU.access.data.read     |                                                                                                                                             |
| 16            | CPU.access.data.write    |                                                                                                                                             |
| 17            | Program_cache.hit        | Available only for the C5510 and C5502 Device simulators.                                                                                   |
| 18            | Program_cache.miss       | –do                                                                                                                                        |
| 19            | CPU.instruction.condition_false |                                                                                                                                         |

For information on these events, see the CCStudio online help.

When you click on the function name in the summary view, the worksheet corresponding to the source file that function belongs to is brought to the front; see Figure 2–9. This worksheet shows the expanded source level view of that function.
Interpreting the Output Information

Figure 2–9. Expanded Source Level View of Function
The coverage data for the source line view shows the data described in Table 2–4.

**Table 2–4. Data Shown in the Expanded Source Level View of the Function**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Number</th>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Line Count: Min</td>
<td>Shows the minimum of the execution counts of any of the assembly instructions corresponding to this Source Line. A zero here indicates that there is at least one assembly instruction corresponding to this source line that has not been executed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Line Count: Max</td>
<td>Shows the maximum of the execution counts of any of the assembly instructions corresponding to this source line. A 0 here indicates that none of the assembly instructions corresponding to this source line have been executed. When a source file is compiled, each line in the source file is actually converted into 0 or more instructions. Consider a particular source line. Let us say, for example, that 3 instructions are generated for this line. When the program is executed, suppose that the first instruction corresponding to this line executed twice, the second instruction executed once and the third instruction was never executed. Thus, the Line Count: Min for this source line would be the minimum of (2, 1, 0), which is 0. The Line Count: Max for this source line would be the maximum of (2, 1, 0), which is 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Line Number</td>
<td>Provides line number in the file where the source is placed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Source Line</td>
<td>Lists the content of the source line in the file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Total Instructions</td>
<td>The cumulative count of the total number of the target instructions (corresponding to the source line) that were decoded during the run of the program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 Understanding the Color Coding

The summary view shows the code coverage data per function. The colors indicate the following:

- **Red**: The functions that were not covered (0 in the %Coverage column) are shown in red.
- **Green**: The functions that have coverage (any number greater than 0 in the %Coverage column) are shown in green.
- **Black**: Comments and the Others and Total rows are shown in black.

The function detailed view shows the source level view of the function chosen. The colors indicate the following:

- **Red**: The lines that were not covered (0 in the Total Instructions column) are shown in red.
- **Green**: The lines that were covered (any number greater than 0 in the Total Instructions column) are shown in green.
- **Black**: Comments and the source lines for which no code is generated are shown in black.
Additional Methods of Collecting Code Coverage and Exclusive Profile Data

This chapter helps you use the code coverage and exclusive profile tool for different situations and different purposes. Appendix B provides the specific application programming interface (API) information and code examples you need to carry out these steps. Appendix C contains examples, and Appendix D lists the trace files generated and their contents.
3.1 Entering Additional Source File Paths

The coverage and exclusive profile tool requires source code information to generate code coverage data. If you have a CCStudio project−based flow, where all the source files are present as a part of the project, then the coverage tool picks up the source information from the project. However, if you have a make file−based flow or static libraries as a part of the project, then you must specify the additional source file paths that contain the sources that formed the executable. You can do so by selecting menu options Option→Customize→Directories to get to the screen shown in Figure 3−1.

Figure 3−1. Screen to Enter Additional Source File Paths
3.2 Collecting Data for Continuous Programs

The majority of DSP applications run in an infinite loop, processing the input data and producing the output data. You can also collect code coverage and exclusive profile data for this type of applications. The sequence of steps is as follows:

1) If you have not yet set up CCStudio for your simulator, launch Setup by clicking on the Setup CCStudio v3.1 icon on your desktop or from within the CCStudio by choosing Launch Setup from the File menu.

2) Select the appropriate simulator from the Available Factory Boards list, add, save, and quit.

3) Launch CCStudio if it is not already running.

4) Open the project file.

5) Select Project → Build Options. Verify that the compiler command at the top of the window includes the -g option, i.e., with full symbolic debug information. The other options may vary depending on the DSP board you are using.

6) Select Project → Rebuild All or click the Rebuild All toolbar button.

7) Choose File → Load Program. Select the program you just rebuilt, and click Open.

8) Select Profile Setup from the CCStudio menu, shown in Figure 2−4.

9) Enter additional source file paths (see section 3.1).

10) Click on Profile → Setup.

11) Enable profiling and select Collect Code Coverage and Exclusive Profile Data in the Profile → Setup window shown in Figure 3−2.

12) Set the breakpoint in the function where you want to stop collecting coverage and exclusive profile data (see CCStudio online help for information on how to insert a breakpoint).

13) Run the program until the breakpoint is hit.

14) Disable profiling by clicking on the Enable/Disable Profiling button (stop clock icon) shown in Figure 3−2.
Figure 3-2. Enable/Disable Profiling Button

Click on Profile→Analysis Toolkit→Code Coverage and Exclusive Profiler to view the code coverage and exclusive profile data.
3.3 Collecting Data between Two Points in a Program

You can collect the coverage and exclusive profile data between two points in program execution. This approach is very similar to the approach in the previous section, except that you must set a breakpoint at the point you want coverage and exclusive profile data collection to start and then enable profiling. When the program reaches the breakpoint where you want data collection to stop, you must disable profiling. The sequence of steps will be as follows:

1) If you have not yet set up CCStudio for your simulator, launch Setup by clicking on the Setup CCStudio v3.1 icon on your desktop or from within the CCStudio by choosing Launch Setup from the File menu.

2) Select the appropriate simulator from the Available Factory Boards list, add, save, and quit.

3) Launch CCStudio if it is not already running.

4) Open the project file.

5) Select Project→Build Options. Verify that the compiler command at the top of the window includes the −g option, i.e., with full symbolic debug information. The other options may vary depending on the DSP board you are using.

6) Select Project→Rebuild All or click the Rebuild All toolbar button.

7) Choose File→Load Program. Select the program you just rebuilt, and click Open.

8) Set the breakpoints in the function where you want to start and stop collecting coverage and exclusive profile data (see CCStudio online help for information on how to insert a breakpoint).

9) Select Profile Setup from the CCStudio menu, shown in Figure 2−4.

10) Enter additional source file paths (see section 3.1).

11) Click on Profile→Setup.

12) Run the program until the breakpoint is hit.

13) Enable profiling and select Collect Code Coverage and Exclusive Profile Data in the Profile→Setup window shown in Figure 3−2.

14) Run the program until the other breakpoint is hit.

15) Disable data collection in the Profile→Setup window shown in Figure 3−2.

16) Click on Profile→Analysis Toolkit→Code Coverage and Exclusive Profiler to view the code coverage and exclusive profile data.
3.4 Collecting Inclusive Data for Selected Functions

It is possible to collect code coverage and exclusive profile data for particular functions for the complete run of a program. You can do this by using halt and resume points in the program. The sequence of steps will be as follows:

1) If you have not yet set up CCStudio for your simulator, launch Setup by clicking on the Setup CCStudio v3.1 icon on your desktop or from within the CCStudio by choosing Launch Setup from the File menu.

2) Select the appropriate simulator from the Available Factory Boards list, add, save, and quit.

3) Launch CCStudio if it is not already running.

4) Enter additional source file paths (see section 3.1).

5) Select Profile Setup from the CCStudio menu, shown in Figure 2−4.

6) Click on Profile→Setup.

7) Enable profiling and select Collect Code Coverage and Exclusive Profile Data in the Profile→Setup window shown in Figure 3−2.

8) Open the project file.

9) Set up a halt point at the beginning of the program by clicking and dragging the entry point to the Halt/Resume Collection section of the Control tab in the Profile Setup window, as shown in Figure 3−3.

Figure 3–3. Control Tab in Profile Setup Window
10) Now set up Resume and Halt collection points at the beginning and end of the function, as shown in function preOrder in the example shown in Figure 3–4.

Figure 3–4. Example of Halt and Resume Points in a Program

```c
/* Traverse the tree in pre-order */
void preOrder(struct Node * root){
    if (root == NULL){
        printf("Empty tree...Please sow the seed.
        return;
    }
    else{
        printf("%d ",root->data);
        if (root->left != NULL){
            preOrder(root->left);
        }
        if (root->right != NULL){
            preOrder(root->right);
        }
    }
}
```

11) Run the program to completion (Debug→Run).

12) Click on Profile→Analysis Toolkit→Code Coverage and Exclusive Profiler to view the code coverage and exclusive profile data.
3.5 Collecting Data in Batch Mode

You may wish to automate the collection of coverage and exclusive profile data. Typically, if you want to collect coverage and exclusive profile data over many runs of the application or over many applications, then you should write a custom script by using the scripting APIs to the CCStudio. In Appendix B, we provide some sample APIs to perform coverage data collection through the script.

Typically, CCStudio Tuning scripting is installed under the folder:

<CCS Installation Path>\bin\utilities\ccs_scripting

The functions offered by the sample APIs include launching CCStudio, opening projects, and loading and running programs.

The simulator, when configured to collect code coverage and exclusive profile data, produces a file called <program_name>.tprof after the program execution. This tprof file contains the various target events binned against the corresponding program addresses. The code coverage and exclusive profile tool then uses the information present in the program file, the tprof file, and the sources corresponding to the program, to produce the coverage and exclusive profile data with source level information for the program.

The Perl module ATK_functions.pm, located in the CCStudio scripting directory, provides the data collection and post-processing functions.

3.5.1 Algorithm for Collecting Data in Batch Mode

This is the rough algorithm your script needs to follow to collect coverage and exclusive profile data. After reviewing these steps, you can then look for the APIs that help you to implement these steps along with any desired customizations.

1) Launch CCStudio.
2) Load the program.
3) Configure CCStudio to collect coverage data.
4) Enable coverage and exclusive profile data collection.
5) Run the program.
6) Disable coverage and exclusive profile data collection.
7) Post process the collected data.
3.5.2 Workflow for Cumulating Code Coverage Data

You may also wish to merge different coverage data collected from multiple runs of the application code. Typically, you may run the application many times, each time with a different set of test vectors. At the end of the runs, you may need to visualize the cumulative coverage obtained for the code over all the runs.

To merge coverage data, a function called ATKMergeCoverage is provided in the Perl module ATK_functions.pm, placed in the `<CCS_INSTALL_DIR>/bin\utilities\ccs_scripting` directory when the ATK package is installed. This function merges the tprof trace data collected in the current run with those already collected from previous runs.

The following steps are used to collect cumulative coverage data. CCStudio Tuning scripting–based Perl script needs to be written for achieving the following functionalities. Appendix C contains the APIs and example script.

Repeat steps 1–6 for all the test input files for a program loaded.

1) Get the current test input file.

2) Load the profile configuration to enable code coverage activity.
   a) Select Collect Coverage Data.
   b) Enable profiling by clicking on the Enable/Disable Profiling button.

3) Run the program for inputs in the current test input file.

4) Disable profiling after the program halts.

5) Merge the coverage data (tprof file data) obtained in the current run with the already collected data from the previous runs. Use the ATKMergeCoverage function to achieve this.

6) Process the cumulative coverage data collected over all the runs and generate the Excel spreadsheet.
1) Trace files can grow to large sizes if analysis data is collected over long periods of simulation. Be sure to remove unwanted trace files. **The ATK does not remove trace files.**

2) As mentioned earlier, whenever data collection is started, the associated trace files are reopened for writing; thus, any old contents are lost. To prevent loss of existing trace data,
   a) Either rename old trace files before program load, or
   b) Rename the program to be loaded

3) Typically, the visualization tools are used as part of an analyze, modify, rebuild, and rerun sequence for iterative analysis. This involves generating trace files with the same names as those already generated. Thus, before starting data collection for a subsequent run, visualization tools that are visualizing the trace output of the current run need to be quit. Alternatively, the trace files from the current run may be “saved as” copies and the copies visualized. Saving a copy also enables comparison of data from different runs.
This section explains the application programming interfaces (APIs) required to control collection and post-processing of coverage data.

**B.1 API for Configuring Coverage Data Collection**

The API for configuring coverage data collection is named: ATKConfigureCoverage($ccs_scripting_object_ptr, $ccs_install_dir).

- **Description:** Configures coverage data collection in CCS

- **Arguments:**
  - CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL object pointer
  - CCS Installation directory

- **Return value:**
  - 0 on success
  - !=0 otherwise

**B.1.1 Example**

```perl
use CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL;
use ATK_functions;
my $MyCCScripting = new CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL::CCS_Scripting();
$CCS_DIR = "D:\ti_c6000";
#Invoke CCS
...
#Load the program
...
#configure coverage
ATKConfigureCoverage($MyCCScripting, $CCS_DIR);
```
B.2 APIs for Controlling Data Collection

There are two APIs to control data collection: one to start the collection and one to stop it.

B.2.1 Start Data Collection

The API for starting data collection is named:

```
ATKStartDataCollection($ccs_scripting_object_ptr)
```

- Description: Enables profile data collection on the target simulator
- Arguments: CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL object pointer
- Return Value: Always 0

B.2.1.1 Stop Data Collection

The API to stop data collection is named:

```
ATKStopDataCollection($ccs_scripting_object_ptr).
```

- Description: Stops data collection on the target simulator and creates the trace file required for coverage processing
- Arguments: CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL object pointer
- Return Value: Always 0

B.2.1.2 Example

```perl
use CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL;
use ATK_functions;
my $MyCCScripting = new CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL::CCS_Scripting();
$CCS_DIR = "D:\ti_c6000";
#Invoke CCS
...
#Load the program
...
#configure coverage
ATKConfigureCoverage($MyCCScripting, $CCS_DIR);
#Enable Data Collection
ATKStartDataCollection($MyCCScripting);
#Run the program
...
#Disable Data Collection
ATKStopDataCollection($MyCCScripting);
```
B.3 API for Generating Coverage Data File

The API to generate the coverage data file is named:

\[\text{ATKTprof2xls($ccs\_install\_dir, \$prog\_file, \$tprof\_file, \$source\_paths)}\]

- Description: Generates coverage data in files and Excel sheet from the tprof file data.
- Arguments:
  - CCS installation directory
  - Program file name
  - tprof file name
  - Semicolon-separated search path for program source files
- Return Value:
  - 0 on success
  - !=0 otherwise

B.3.1 Example

```perl
use CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL;
use ATK_functions;
my $MyCCScripting = new CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL::CCS_Scripting();
$CCS_DIR = "D:\ti_c6000";
#Invoke CCS
...
#Load the program
...
#configure coverage
ATKConfigureCoverage($MyCCScripting, $CCS_DIR);
#Enable Data Collection
ATKStartDataCollection($MyCCScripting);
#Run the program
...
#Disable Data Collection
ATKStopDataCollection($MyCCScripting);
#Trace data(Tprof file) is available at this time in the
directory of the “program.out” with the name “program.tprof”
#Process the trace data and convert it to excel format
ATKTprof2xls($CCS_DIR, $MyProgram, $tprof, $src_path);
```
B.4 API for Merging Coverage Trace Files

The API to merge the coverage data trace files is named:

\[ \text{ATKMergeCoverage(} \text{ccs\_install\_dir, tprof\_curr, tprof\_cumulated\_till\_now) } \]

- **Description** – Merges coverage data across multiple runs of the program. This works at a tprof level.

- **Arguments:**
  - CCS installation directory
  - tprof file of current run
  - tprof file that contains the cumulated data into which the current run's tprof data needs to be merged

B.4.1 Example

```perl
use CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL;
use ATK_functions;
my $MyCCScripting = new CCS_SCRIPTING_PERL::CCS_Scripting();
$CCS_DIR = "D:\ti_c6000";
#Invoke CCS
...
#Load the program
...
#Open the test case list file that contains the list of programs
open(TEST_LIST, "test_case_list_file");
#Open a merge file in write mode
$merged_tprof = "merge.tprof";
open(MERGE_FILE,">$merged_tprof");
close(MERGE_FILE);
#Run each test case and collect coverage data
while(<TEST_LIST>)
    #configure coverage
    ATKConfigureCoverage($MyCCScripting, $CCS_DIR);
    #Enable Data Collection
    ATKStartDataCollection($MyCCScripting);
```
#Run the program for the testcase
...

#Disable Data Collection
ATKStopDataCollection($MyCCScripting);

#Trace data(Tprof file) is available at this time in the
directory of the “program.out” with the name “program.tprof”

#set that as $curr_tprof

#Merge the coverage data with the file
ATKMergeCoverage($CCS_DIR, $curr_tprof, $merged_tprof);

#Reset the CPU
}

#Process the merged trace data and convert it to excel format
ATKTprof2xls($CCS_DIR, $MyProgram, $merged_tprof, $src_path);
C.1 Tree Example

Located in:

C64xx:
<CSS– installation – directory>\examples\sim64xx\code_coverage\tree

C62xx:
<CSS– installation – directory>\examples\sim62xx\code_coverage\tree

C55xx:
<CCS–installation–directory>\examples\sim55xx\code_coverage\tree

This example is based on a binary search tree (BST). Inputs are read from a data file and inserted into the BST. After all the inputs are read from the file, the tree is traversed in in–order, pre–order and post–order and the results are printed on the standard output. The input data files should contain a list of integers separated by space or new line.

This example takes as input a file named “testcase_list” in the project directory. This file contains a list of input data file paths. Each file in the list is fed to the BST. A BST is created and traversed for every input data file.

See also Modified Tree Example below.
### C.2 Interpreter Example

C64xx:
<CSS安装目录>\examples\sim64xx\code_coverage\interpreter

C62xx:
<CSS安装目录>\examples\sim62xx\code_coverage\interpreter

C55xx: <CCS安装目录>\examples\sim55xx\code_coverage\interpreter

This example is a simple interpreter for a representative assemble language. The language supports the following instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Example Syntax</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOV</td>
<td>MOV A,B;</td>
<td>A = B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVI</td>
<td>MOVI A,100;</td>
<td>A = 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD</td>
<td>ADD A B;</td>
<td>A = A + B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDI</td>
<td>ADDI A 100;</td>
<td>A = A + 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>SUB A B;</td>
<td>A = A - B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBI</td>
<td>SUBI A 100;</td>
<td>A = A - 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTI</td>
<td>MULTI A B;</td>
<td>A = A * B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTI</td>
<td>MULTI A 100;</td>
<td>A = A * 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV</td>
<td>DIV A B;</td>
<td>A = A / B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVI</td>
<td>DIV A 100;</td>
<td>A = A / 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READ</td>
<td>READ A;</td>
<td>Read A from stdin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>WRITE A;</td>
<td>Write A to stdout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Registers available are A, B, C ..., Y, Z
- Comments begin with a semicolon (;).
- A new instruction should start from a new line.

The interpreter opens an input file, identifies the instructions, and executes them. The program takes as input a file named testcase_list in the project directory. This file contains a list of input data file paths. Each file in this list is fed to the interpreter. Note that the files are specified relative to the location of the program file.

Follow steps as specified in the quick tour (section 2.3) to identify the lines of this application not covered by the set of inputs available with the example as specified in the file named testcase_list mentioned above. It is required to cover all the source lines of the interpreter by writing testcases in the above language.
Below is a sample assembly code:

MOVI A 100; A = 100
MOVI B 200; B = 200
ADD A B; A = 300
MULT A B; A = 60000
SUB A B; A = 59800
WRITE A;
Write B;
C.3 Tree Batch Mode Example

C64xx:
<CCS-installation-directory>/examples\sim64xx\code_coverage\tree_batch_mode

C62xx:
<CCS-installation-directory>/examples\sim62xx\code_coverage\tree_batch_mode

C55xx: <CCS-installation-directory>/examples\sim55xx\code_coverage\tree_batch_mode

This example uses the tree example to demonstrate the cumulative coverage data collection for an application that is run multiple times over multiple test inputs. The example has a file called testcase_list that has all the test input filenames. The application, tree.out, is run for each of these test input file contents and at the end, the coverage data cumulated over all the runs is generated in an Excel sheet. These steps are automated in the CCStudio scripting-based perl script, Cumulator.pl, present in this example directory.

The script performs the following steps:

1) Open CCS for the particular simulator configuration.

2) Open the tree project.

3) Load the program tree.out.

4) Open the "testcase_list" file.

5) Read one line (one testcase input file) from the file into another file called current_test.

6) Configure code coverage and enable the data collection.

7) Run the application for the inputs in the filename present in current_test file.

8) When the application has finished running to completion, stop the data collection.

9) Merge the coverage data of the current run with the coverage data collected so far.

10) Generate xls sheet for the current run's coverage data.

11) Move the tree_summary.xls sheet generated in Step 10 to another file name.
12) Reset and Restart the target.

13) Repeat steps 5 – 12 until all the lines are processed from the testcase_list file.

14) Process the cumulated coverage data and generate the Excel sheet.
C.4 Modified Tree Example

The tree example discussed in section C.3 is modified as follows to suit the cumulative coverage data collection.

1. See main.c file. Now, the current_test file is opened instead of the testcase_list file. The program opens the file mentioned in current_test file and uses its inputs. Every time the program is run from the script, current_test file has the next file from testcase_list as its contents.

2. The testcase_list file has all possible input testcase files.

The script uses the following functions from the perl module, ATK_functions.pm that comes with the ATK installation.

Steps to run this example:

1) To run this example program, it is essential that your machine has the CCStudio scripting package installed for the target that you are using. When installed, CCStudio scripting will be found in \CCS-- installation – directory\bin\utilities\ccs_scripting directory.

2) Open a MSDOS command window. Run the batch file, CCS_Scripting_PPerl.bat, present in the Code Composer Studio scripting directory mentioned above, to get the necessary settings for using the scripting package.

3) Change to this example’s directory if you are not already there.

4) Open the script, Cumulator.pl, in a text editor. Modify $CCS_DIR to point to the installation directory of the CCS you are using currently. Save the script.

5) Set up CCS for the C6416 Device Functional Simulator Little Endian configuration if you are using the example for sim64xx, or the C55xx Cycle Accurate Simulator if you are using the example for sim55xx. Save the setup.

6) Run the script, Cumulator.pl, as perl Cumulator.pl. The script runs the tree program for inputs from all the files and generates the cumulated coverage information in"tree_summary.xls” file in the program (\debug) directory. In addition, the individual run’s processed data are available in the files tree_summary1.xls, tree_summary2.xls, tree_summary3.xls and tree_summary4.xls.

7) View the cumulated coverage data from the tree_summary.xls sheet using MS Excel.

8) A log file named atk.log is dumped in the same program directory into which the standard out and error messages from the ATK functions are dumped. Consult this file if xls file is not generated or for any messages from the merge and post processing steps.
Trace Files Generated

The final coverage and exclusive profile data is captured in an MS Excel file. This file is a rendering of the raw coverage and exclusive profile data in the comma separated variables (csv) format as described below for easy visualization, browsing and post processing. For every source file, a corresponding csv file is generated and apart from that, a summary csv file is generated. In case MS Excel is not available or if you want the information provided in another format, the csv files contain all of the information needed and can be directly read or processed.

The tprof file is post processed to generate the csv files with all the coverage and exclusive profile data. As is indicated, these files follow the standard csv format. The contents of these files are as listed in the next sections.

Table D-1 documents the trace files that are generated.

Note:

The raw data from which the coverage and exclusive profile data is generated is in a .tprof extension file. You do not need to look at the contents of this file; you can actually only work with the post processed data in the csv files.
### Table D–1. Trace Files and Data Contained in Them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace Files</th>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary csv</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Function name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Name of the source file. The source file could be absent, in which case this would be empty.</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Line number in the source file. If the source file or the line number is unknown this would be empty.</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Size of the function in bytes</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Function’s start address</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Number of times the function is executed</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Number of lines of code in the function</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Number of lines executed in the function</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Percent coverage of the function</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Number of source lines in the function</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 and up</td>
<td>Various event counts named by the column heading</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source details csv</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Minimum line count</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Maximum line count</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Line number</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Line itself</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 and up</td>
<td>Various event counts named by the column heading</td>
<td>Positive, decimal integer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>